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Introduction
When learning sloka recitation, the melodious and rhythmic energies of verses are greatly
amplified by a few subtleties. These have been codified by our acharyas in various texts on
prosody such as the ‘vritta ratnakara’.

There are a few concepts which will help sadhakas with some of the nuances. These are briefly
explained below.

Laghu and Guru
The literal translations of ‘laghu’ and ‘guru’ are ‘light’ and ‘heavy’ respectively. This is the most
fundamental concept of sanskrit metres. A laghu vowel group takes 1 time period, and a guru
vowel group takes 2 time periods.

Note that we did not use the terms ‘hrasva’ or ‘dirgha’ (i.e. short or long). Whether or not a vowel
is short or long is one piece of the puzzle. A long vowel group takes 2 time periods. A short
vowel group may take 1 or 2 time periods, depending on what follows.
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If a short vowel is followed by an anusvara, visarga, visarga variant, or conjunct consonant, it is
‘guru’ (heavy) and takes 2 time periods. If a short vowel is the last letter of the pada, it optionally
is guru.

length (मा�ा)

लघु ल - 1
घ ु- 1

ह�त हस ्- 2
त - 1

ह is short but followed by a conjunct letter. Has takes 2 time
segments (same time as a long vowel)

��हणो�त � - 1
�ह - 1
णो - 2
�त - 1

� is a conjunct letter, but is not a long vowel, and is not
followed by a conjunct letter. It takes 1 time segment.

अहंो अ ं- 2
हो - 2

अ is followed by an anusvara and am takes 2 time segments.

दःुख द ु- 2
ख - 1

द ुis followed by a visarga variant and duHtakes 2 time
segments

Takeaway: Whenever there is a conjunct consonant group (eg. �त, �, �च, ◌ं etc), you have to
pause at the beginning of that consonant group. This is not optional. If the previous letter is
short, this pause will elongate the cadence by 1 matra. In recitation, this elongation is
mandatory. If the previous letter is long, this pause will not change the cadence.  At the end of a
pada, a short vowel may be optionally elongated (in some meters, this is mandatory)

Reference: vritta ratnakara, verse 9

Translation: a vowel with an anusvara, a vowel with a visarga, a long vowel, or a vowel followed
by a conjunct consonant group are all [called guru]. The last akshara in a quarter is optionally
guru. (guru = 2 matras)

Yati (pauses)
There are various places in which we pause to make the sloka recitation pleasant to hear. This
can happen anywhere in a verse. It happens in specific places for each meter. We commonly
hear this in anushtup verses at quarter boundaries. The word yati means “pause”.
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The ‘yati’ is not something that happens only at quarter boundaries. It can occur in other places
as well. For example, in the shiva aparadha kshamapana stotram, there is a ‘yati’ after every 7
syllables. i.e. this verse has 3 pauses in each quarter – two in the middle and one at the end, for
a total of 12 yatis (pauses).

In the second line of the verse above, there is a ‘yati’ after the phrase ‘no
shaktashchendriyebho’. Note that this ususually a medium pause, and it is completely okay for
the chanter to take a small breath during the yati. It is also common to retain sandhis. i.e
changing it back to a visarga is uncommon. Understanding these pauses in the middle of verses
helps us understand the pattern that also applies to quarter boundaries.

In most meters, yatis occur at the end of each quarter as well. For shorter meters such as
anushtup (shloka), the pause’s length is variable. It can be short, or long. And whether the
sandhi is broken (i.e. changing ‘o’ back to a visarga) is optional as well. While the sandhi can be
broken, leaving it as is is a gift to memorization. Otherwise, any time you break in half with a
visarga, the chance of mixing up the next half verse increases dramatically.

A yati is almost mandatory when the letter before the yati is laghu and short. This is because it
will sound far better if the previous letter is elongated to 2 matras (see the section on laghu and
dirgha above). And this elongation can only be done if a yati is taken. An example of this is in
the following line from the gita: न �ह कि�चत ्�णम�प , जात ु�त�ठ�यकम�कृत ्।  If it is chanted in a
single breath, with no yati at all, it loses all charm.

There are other cases where the yati adds no value, since the previous letter is already a guru.
This is also the case when a visarga lopa at the end of the pada is undone. Example of this are
लो�कऽि�मन ्��व�वधा �न�ठा परुा �ो�ता मयाऽनघ and इ�टान ्भोगान ्�ह वो देवा, दा�य�त ेय�भा�वताः
respectively. In the later case, pausing and adding a visarga back is counter-productive.

Reference: Laghu vritta ratnakara 5

Translation: A yati is a pause known through terms like “seas”, “lokas” etc, where the number
should be inferred from worldly knowledge (4 oceans, 7 lokas etc).
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Anusvara replacement (parasavarna)
When an anusvara is followed by a consonant, it is optionally replaced with a letter that more
closely resembles the consonant that follows.

Anusvara followed by Anusvara is optionally replaced by

क्,ख,्ग,्घ,्� �

च,्�,ज,्झ,्ञ ् ञ ्

�,�,�,�,ण ् ण ्

त,्थ,्�,ध,्न ् न ्

प,्फ्,ब,्भ,्म ् म ्

य ् यॅ

र ् रॅ

ल ् लॅ

व ् वॅ

Examples:
● अहं खल ु/ अह�खलु
● इदं �च�म ्/ इदि�च�म ्
● �कं डयत े/ �क�डयते
● �कं द�म ्/ �क�द�म ्
● अहं व�दे / अहववॅ�दे

Note: there is no parasavarna replacement for words like सजंय / स�जय which results in
pronunciation as स�जय, even though it is commonly heard.

Reference: Ashtadhyayi 8.4.59
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Visarga
There is a lot of confusion about the pronunciation of the visarga. Visarga means ‘to let go’, and
here, we let go of the breath. It is not forceful, but a gentle release. And when it occurs before
‘pa’, it becomes a ‘fa’ sound. The Jagadguru Chandrashekhara Saraswathi (maha periyava)
writes in the book ‘Hindu Dharma’ on page 292 –

When the visarga is followed by a sha, Sha or sa, it optionally turns into the following letter. This
is captured in the ashtadhyayi, in sutra 8.3.36 (वा श�र). Thus, the following are all correct –

- ह�रःसेवत,े ह�र�सेवते
- ह�रःशते,े ह�र�शतेे
- ह�रःष�ठः, ह�र�ष�ठः

Brahma
The following paragraph speaks for itself. It is from the book ‘Hindu Dharma’ by the Jagadguru
Chandrashekhara Saraswati, page 292.

Gya
One of the many conjunct consonant groups in Sanskrit is �. This is a combination of two letters
– ज ्+ ञ = �. While devanagari has a separate glyph, many of the stacking scripts show this
clearly. This is the case in telugu, kannada and grantha where it is written as ज ्+ ञ. As such,
while it is common for many astikas to pronounce it with a “g” sound, a “j” sound is more logical.
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